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Mobile and Web-based Legal Apps:
Opportunities, Risks and Information Gaps
Jena McGill, Suzanne Bouclin and Amy Salyzyn*
INTRODUCTION
There is a widely-acknowledged access to justice crisis in Canada.1 While
strategies to address access to justice issues have historically focused on refining
established court processes and increasing access to legal representation, scholars
and policy-makers have recently recognized that meaningful access to justice
requires more than simply access to courts and lawyers.2 For example,
technology is now a broadly acknowledged means of creating new pathways to
justice.3 Indeed, in 2015, Chief Justice Beverley McLachlin implored the legal
profession to ‘‘accept the idea of change”, including the reality that some tasks
that have been traditionally performed by lawyers can now be more effectively
executed through technological means.4 Similarly, the Canadian Bar
* The authors are grateful to the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council for its
financial support of this project. The research and analysis presented in this paper are
drawn largely from an unpublished report by the authors entitled Emerging Techno-
logical Solutions to Access to Justice Problems: Opportunities and Risks of Mobile and
Web-based Apps, which was submitted to the Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council in October 2016 in fulfillment of the requirements of the Knowledge Synthesis
granting program.Valuable research assistancewas provided byKarinGalldin,Natalya
Odorico, Kory Smith, Zaynab Al-Waadh, Tara Hristov and Leah Bowes.
1 See e.g., Canada, Canadian Bar Association Access to Justice Committee, Reaching
Equal Justice: An Invitation to Envision and Act (Ottawa: Canadian Bar Association,
2013) [CBA Equal Justice]; Roderick Macdonald, ‘‘Access to Justice in Canada Today:
Scope, Scale and Ambitions” in Julia Bass, W.A. Bogart & Frederick H. Zemans, eds.,
Access to Justice for a New Century: TheWay Forward (Toronto: Law Society of Upper
Canada, 2005); Jane Bailey, Jacquelyn Burkell & Graham Reynolds, ‘‘Access to Justice
for All: Towards an ‘Expansive Vision’ of Justice and Technology” (2013) 31 Windsor
YBAccess Just 181 [Bailey et al.];Michael Trebilcock,AnthonyDuggan&Lorne Sossin,
eds.,Middle Income Access to Justice (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2012).
2 For further discussion see, TrevorC.W.Farrow, ‘‘What isAccess to Justice?” (2014) 51:3
Osgoode Hall LJ 957 [Farrow]; Kent Roach & Lorne Sossin, ‘‘Access to Justice and
Beyond” (2010) 60:2 UTLJ 373.
3 See e.g., CBA Equal Justice, supra note 1.
4 Chief JusticeBeverleyMcLachlin, ‘‘TheLegalProfession in the 21stCentury”,Remarks,
(2015 Canadian Bar Association Plenary in Calgary, Alberta, 14 August 2015), online:
https://malcolmmercer.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/cj-mclachlin-remarks-august-14-
2015-2015-cba-legal-conference.pdf. There is also significant interest internationally in
using technological means to facilitate access to justice. For example, included among
the recommendations in the American Bar Association’s 2016 Report on the Future of
Legal Services in the United States (American Bar Association, 2016) at 41 is a
recommendation that state bar organizations ‘‘explore how legal services are delivered
Association’s Legal Futures Initiative report acknowledged that ‘‘technology is
. . .replacing the traditional lawyer in some areas where routine or predictable
matters can be resolved without recourse to a lawyer.”5
Mobile and web-based applications (‘‘apps”) are one technology with the
potential to improve access to justice, either by helping lawyers increase the
efficiency of service delivery or by reducing the need for recourse to lawyers
altogether for meeting basic legal needs.6 Notwithstanding growing excitement
about the potential presented by legal apps,7 there has been no comprehensive
study regarding the range of such apps currently available to Canadians, nor has
there been a concrete exploration of what these apps purport to do and whether
they have the capacity to actually improve access to justice.
In this paper, we offer a preliminary taxonomy of the legal apps available in
Canada, of which we have identified approximately 60.8 We have found that
these legal apps perform a variety of functions, including: providing legal
information and advice, creating documents, and collecting evidence. In this
article we contribute to future policy discussions about legal apps through an
analysis of the potential benefits and risks of using this technology in the pursuit
of access to justice. In light of the dearth of literature on legal apps in Canada, we
draw in part on the American experience and American scholarship, which is
instructive and provides a useful comparative perspective. We also consider
health-related apps — including general health and wellness apps and evidence-
based apps for use by medical professionals9 — because they share key features
by entities that employ new technologies and internet-based platforms and then assess
the benefits and risks to the public associated with those services.”
5 Canadian Bar Association, Futures: Transforming the Delivery of Legal Services in
Canada (Ottawa: Canadian Bar Association, 2014) at 19 [CBA Futures].
6 See e.g., Alex Robinson, ‘‘Canadian A2J Apps at the Starting Line” Law Times (22
August 2016), online: http://www.lawtimesnews.com/201608225592/headline-news/
legal-tech-now-part-3-canadian-a2j-apps-at-the-starting-line; and Lyndsey Gilpin, ‘‘8
apps that improve access to legal justice” TechRepublic (9 September 2014), online:
<http://www.techrepublic.com/article/8-apps-that-improve-access-to-legal-justice/>.
7 We use the term legal apps to encompass both mobile and web-based resources that
purport to assist individuals with a specific legal task or set of tasks, or facilitate access to
legal actors, processes and information. For a discussion of task-centricity as a core
defining feature of a web-based app, see, e.g. Ciprian Borodescu, ‘‘Web Sites vs. Web
Apps: What the experts think”, online: https://www.visionmobile.com/blog/2013/07/
web-sites-vs-web-apps-what-the-experts-think.
8 See Appendix A.
9 Health apps are booming: in 2016, there were 170,000 health apps available for
download on the Apple and Android app stores, and there is significant growth in
wearable technologies tracking personal health-related data. See Stephen Armstrong,
‘‘What Happens to Data Gathered by Health and Wellness Apps?” (2016) Brit Med J
2016;353:i3406 <www.bmj.com/>. Health apps include, for example, those that offer
self-monitoring for diabetes and psychiatric diagnoses, exergaming, smoking cessation
and alcohol addiction (including relapse prevention), daily living for patients with
dementia, and basic triage by non-medical professionals for relatively minor ailments
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with legal apps such as the involvement of experts in the delivery of specialized
services in a self-regulated context as well as corresponding privacy and security
concerns related to sensitive patient/client information.
This paper proceeds in three parts. In the first, we outline the key dimensions
of the well-documented access to justice crisis in Canada, specifically, the
financial, psychological, informational and physical barriers that impede access
to justice. In the second part, we begin to fill the gap in research on legal apps in
Canada by consolidating publicly-available data to identify developers, targeted
users and the functions that legal apps are designed to perform. In part three, we
weigh some possible risks and opportunities inherent in the use of apps in the
legal context. We conclude with a call for dedicated empirical data and research
on legal apps in Canada and for increased policy attention to leveraging the
opportunities and mitigating the risks presented by legal apps.
PART I: THE ACCESS TO JUSTICE CRISIS IN CANADA
Access to justice is reflected in ‘‘a truly equal justice system, one that
provides meaningful and effective access to all, taking into account the diverse
lives that people live.”10 A 2015 comparative study found that Canada lags
behind similarly situated ‘‘developed” nations in ensuring that all citizens can
effectively access our justice system.11 Other studies have concluded that
Canadians are losing confidence in the justice system.12 This reality is in no small
part a result of the myriad financial, psychological, informational and physical
barriers faced by Canadians in accessing lawyers, legal processes and legal
information.13
Financial restrictions remain one of the most important access to justice
barriers in Canada. The average adult Canadian with a legal issue will spend
approximately $6,100 to have it resolved.14 This is particularly troublesome given
that almost half of Canadians will experience a legal problem in a three-year
period.15 Moreover, individuals experiencing certain life events, like divorce, may
like concussions. SeeMagedN.Kamel Boulos et al., ‘‘MobileMedical andHealthApps:
State of the Art, Concerns, Regulatory Control and Certification” (2014) 5:3 Online
Journal of Public Health Informatics e229 at 4-5, online: <https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.-
gov/pmc/articles/PMC3959919/pdf/ojphi-05-e229.pdf> [Boulos et al.].
10 CBA Equal Justice, supra note 1 at 6.
11 World Justice Project, Rule of Law Index 2015, (2015) online: < https://worldjustice-
project.org/our-work/publications/rule-law-index-reports/wjp-rule-law-index-2015-re-
port>.
12 CBAEqual Justice, supranote 2 at 16.This lackof confidencemaybeone reasononly 7%
of respondents in a national survey reported appearing before courts or tribunals to
resolve a legal matter and only 19% consulted a lawyer. See Trevor C.W. Farrow et al.,
Everyday Legal Problems and the Cost of Justice in Canada: Overview Report (Toronto:
Canadian Forum on Civil Justice, 2016) at 9 [Farrow et al., Everyday Legal Problems].
13 Farrow et al., Everyday Legal Problems, supra at 3-6.
14 Ibid, at 13.
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find that retaining a lawyer is beyond their financial means.16 It is unsurprising
then that an ‘‘extraordinary” number of individuals are now self-represented in
Canadian courts.17 Although legal aid programs exist throughout the country,
the financial support they offer does not meet the needs of many Canadians. Not
only does legal aid funding vary by jurisdiction, but even when such funding is
available, it is often limited to serious criminal law issues.18
Canadian studies also report that people experience multiple psychological
and informational barriers to accessing justice, including: a lack of knowledge
about the legal system and the resources available to assist members of the public
in accessing the legal system; fear, embarrassment and stress in relation to
pursuing or defending legal rights; and concerns about jeopardizing privacy.19
Physical barriers also impact access to justice. Participants in one Ontario
study ‘‘identified distance as the number one barrier to obtaining legal
information and services in rural or remote areas of the province.”20 The
study further reported that financial, informational and psychological barriers to
accessing justice may be pronounced in rural settings due to disproportionately
high rates of poverty, higher cost services due to reduced economies of scale,
possible ‘‘‘cultural barrier[s]’ between people in rural communities and service
providers located in cities”, and a lack of public awareness of available services.21
Supply gaps in rural and remote areas have also been identified. 22
15 Justice Canada, The Legal Problems of Everyday Life: The Nature, Extent and
Consequences of Justiciable Problems Experienced by Canadians, by Ab Currie (Ottawa:
Department of JusticeCanada, 2008)[Currie], found that 44.6%of all respondents to the
study experienced one ormore justiciable problems over three years; Farrow et al., supra
note 13 at 2, stating ‘‘[a]lmost half (48.4%) of Canadians over 18 will experience at least
one civil or family justice problem over any given three-year period.”
16 A 2015 survey of Canadian lawyers found that their fees in a contested divorce could
range from $6,145 to $87,974. See Michael McKiernan, ‘‘The Going Rate”, Canadian
Lawyer Magazine (June 2015), online: <http://www.canadianlawyermag.com/images/
stories/pdfs/Surveys/2015/CL_June_15_GoingRate.pdf> [McKiernan].
17 Julie Macfarlane, ‘‘The National Self-Represented Litigants Project: Identifying and
Meeting the Needs of Self-Represented Litigants”, The Law Society of Upper Canada
(May 2013), online: <http://www.lsuc.on.ca/uploadedFiles/For_the_Public/About_-
the_Law_Society/Convocation_Decisions/2014/Self-represented_project.pdf> at 32.
18 CBA Equal Justice, supra note 1 at 37-39.
19 See, e.g., ibid, at 34.
20 Law Foundation of Ontario, ‘‘Connecting Across Language and Distance: Linguistic
and Rural Access to Legal Information and Services”, by Karen Cohl & George
Thomson (Toronto: LawFoundation of Ontario, 2008) at 32 [Cohl & Thomson]. In this
study, ‘‘[l]egal service providers spoke about their rural clients walking an hour or more,
or hitchhiking, to keep appointments with legal clinics or to attend administrative or
court proceedings.”
21 Ibid.
22 For instance, a 2015 report concluded that individuals navigating family law issues in
rural and remote contexts are under-serviced due to a lack of lawyers, and a belief that
problems should be dealt with inside the family structure. See Canadian Forum on Civil
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All of these barriers are acutely experienced by members of marginalized and
equality-seeking communities. The cost of accessing justice is uniquely
burdensome for persons of Aboriginal ancestry, members of visible minority
groups, persons with disabilities and persons who receive social assistance, who
are all more likely to face multiple legal problems at once.23 It is well documented
that homeless individuals — a heterogeneous mix of people who are otherwise
marginalized in the legal system for reasons of race, social class, disability, and
sexual orientation/gender identity — experience ‘‘a gamut of unresolved legal
issues.”24 As summarized in the Canadian Bar Association’s Reaching Equal
Justice Report, ‘‘legal problems tend to ‘cluster’, multiply, and have an additive
effect and this pattern of cascading problems disproportionately impacts people
living in marginalized conditions.”25
Marginalized and equality-seeking groups may face particularly exacerbated
access to justice barriers in rural and remote contexts. Persons of Aboriginal
ancestry in remote regions face difficulties in accessing culturally appropriate
legal services in part due to generalized ignorance about the history and position
of their unique communities and disproportionately high rates of poverty.26 The
lack of legal services in rural communities may also have a detrimental effect on
the legal needs of youth, the elderly, and people with disabilities.27 Rural women
experiencing intimate partner violence face particular challenges in navigating
conflicts and maintaining confidentiality in close-knit communities because the
number of available lawyers may be small.28 Moreover, in some cases, these
women may not have access to adequate transportation to travel outside their
communities to visit a lawyer’s office.29
The Canadian legal community is actively strategizing ways to address this
crisis in access to justice. However, much of the existing work focuses on
improving access to legal representation and refining court processes.30 There has
been rather less consideration of the possibilities that legal technologies,
including legal apps, might offer in mitigating access to justice barriers.31 In
Justice, ‘‘Rural & Remote Access to Justice: A Literature Review”, by Nicole Aylwin &
LisaMoore (Toronto: Canadian Forum on Civil Justice, 2015) at 21 [Aylwin &Moore].
23 For further discussion, see Currie, supra note 15.
24 Suzanne Bouclin, ‘‘Regulated Out of Existence: A Case Study of Ottawa’s Ticket
Defence Program” (2014) 11 JL & Equality 35 at 48.
25 CBAEqual Justice, supra note 1 at 32, citing Ab Currie, ‘‘A National Survey of the Civil
Justice Problems of Low and Moderate Income Canadians: Incidence and Patterns”
(2006) 13:3 Intl J Leg Profession 217.
26 Aylwin & Moore, supra note 22 at 17-18.
27 Ibid, at 18-21.
28 Cohl and Thomson, supra note 20 at 33.
29 Ibid. See also Canadian Agricultural Safety Association, Rural Child Care Report
(October 2001), online: <http://casa-acsa.ca/content/rural-child-care-report>.
30 For further discussion see e.g., Farrow, supra note 2.
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the next section we canvass the emergence of legal apps that have potential in this
regard.
PART II: DEVELOPERS, TARGET USERS AND FUNCTIONS OF
LEGAL APPS
To assess the potential of legal apps for improving access to justice in
Canada, it is necessary to better understand the nature of legal apps themselves.
In this section, we provide a summary of currently available legal apps in Canada
and consider three issues that should be considered in future research on legal
apps: (1) who develops legal apps, (2) who are the target users of legal apps, and
(3) what functions do legal apps purport to perform? To provide context and a
more complete picture of the legal app environment in North America, we have
also considered examples of apps developed in the United States.32
a) Legal app developers
Private developers are responsible for most legal apps.33 Although detailed
information about the backgrounds of these developers is not widely available,
our research suggests that private developers in Canada generally consist of
individuals working alone or in small teams.34 This contrasts somewhat with the
American legal app environment which includes several large developers with
significant financial and human resource capacity, like LegalZoom, which has
systematically entered the legal services delivery field on a large-scale basis and
offers multiple apps to the public.35
31 That said, the role of technology in access to justice initiatives in Canada has received
some meaningful attention. See e.g. Bailey et al., supra note 1; Karim Benyekhlef et al.,
eds., eAccess to Justice (Ottawa: University of Ottawa Press, 2016).
32 This data was sourced from publicly available information about legal apps, gathered
primarily through searches of mobile app stores and targeted web searches. The full
taxonomy of Canadian legal apps is at attached at Appendix A.
33 This is consistent with general trends in app development. The Information and
Communications Technology Council, The Appification of Everything: Canada’s Apps
Economy Value Chain (2014), online: < https://www.ictc-ctic.ca/wp-content/uploads/
2014/02/AppificationFeb2014.pdf> at v reports that 51% of Canada’s apps enterprises
rely on personal/family funding to get started, 26% rely on funding from other business
streams, 6% rely on venture capital, and 4% rely on public funding.
34 More than half of theCanadian legal apps included in our taxonomyatAppendixAwere
developed by private individuals or teams.
35 LegalZoom, which launched 10 web-based products in 2001 focused on estate planning,
business formation, and intellectual property protection, has now grown to offer a
plethora of online services, including narrowly tailored services like specialized estate
planning to ensure that one’s pets ‘‘are provided for when you’re no longer able to care
for them on your own.” The significant reach of LegalZoom is evident in the fact that it
has now served over 3.6 million customers. See LegalZoom, ‘‘About Us”, online:
<https://www.legalzoom.com/about-us>; and LegalZoom, ‘‘Pet Protection Agree-
ment” <https://www.legalzoom.com/personal/estate-planning/pet-protection-agree-
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Public developers have also entered the world of legal apps, although, again,
this phenomenon is more apparent in the United States than in Canada. For
instance, the American Legal Services Corporation (‘‘LSC”), established in 1974
as ‘‘an independent nonprofit” providing ‘‘financial support for civil legal aid to
low-income Americans”, has recently required that its grant recipients leverage
resources through technology.36 Following a national technology summit in
2012, the LSC also recommended that legal aid service providers use mobile
technologies as an outreach tool.37 Furthermore, multiple American civil liberties
organizations have developed specific apps, including the American Civil
Liberties Union’s (ACLU) Mobile Justice app that allows ‘‘users to record law
enforcement, to alert other Mobile Justice ... app users to nearby law
enforcement encounters and to submit videos and incident reports
automatically to the ACLU.”38 Finally, a number of American courts have
developed apps that provide information about court proceedings to the public
and lawyers.39
ment-overview.html>. For further background on LegalZoom, see e.g., Benjamin H.
Barton, Glass Half Full: The Decline and Rebirth of the Legal Profession (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2015) at 88-97.
36 See generally, Legal Services Corporation [LSC], online: <http://www.lsc.gov/> and,
on the LSC’s increasing interest in technology, see Ronald S. Flagg, ‘‘Access to Justice:
Keeping America’s Promise” (2015) 24 Kan JL & Pub Pol’y at 572-581 [Flagg].
37 The LSC’s 2012 national technology summit included 75 representatives from legal aid
programs, courts, bar associations, government and business as well as technology
experts, academics, and private practitioners. The summit’smandatewas to explore ‘‘the
potential of technology tomove the US towards some form of effective assistance to 100
percent of persons otherwise unable to afford an attorney for dealing with essential civil
legal needs.” The Summit’s five resultant technological strategies included ‘‘taking
advantage of mobile technologies to reach persons more effectives.” See Flagg, supra at
572-581.
38 This description is taken from the webpage that describes the California American Civil
Liberties Union [ACLU] app: online, <https://www.mobilejusticeca.org/faq/>. For a
list of states in which the app is available, see American Civil Liberties Union, ‘‘ACLU
Apps to Record Police Conduct”, online: <https://www.aclu.org/feature/aclu-apps-
record-police-conduct>.
39 See e.g., (1) Court Clerk Mobile Connect app, developed by the Clerk of Circuit Cook
County, which makes court-related information accessible for users in Cook County.
Users can search the court’s electronic docket for civil and traffic cases, search the court
call roster, get updated fee schedules and locate and contactCookCounty court facilities;
for further details, see, online: <https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/court-clerk-mobile-
connect/id595694855?mt=8>; (2) Ohio Sixth District Court of Appeals app, which
allows users to follow court decisions and view the court’s oral argument calendar, and
receive notificationswhennewdecisions are released or the calendar is updated.All cases
posted on the court website are searchable in the app; for further details, see, online:
<https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/ohio-sixth-district-court/id1001442174?mt=8>;
and (3) Supreme Court of Nevada Mobile App, which provides users with access to the
latest case information, decisions and news from the Supreme Court of Nevada; users
can also access past oral argument recordings andwatch live steaming of oral arguments
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In Canada, public entities and government actors are increasingly embracing
legal apps. Legal Aid Ontario has developed an app that allows individuals to
assess their financial eligibility for partially subsidized legal representation.40
Similarly, the Halton (Ontario) Community Legal Services’ app provides a
‘‘[legal health] check-up to help people who are living in poverty so they can
identify legal problems and get help.”41 In 2016, the Ontario Ministry of the
Attorney General partnered with the Legal Innovation Zone at Ryerson
University to present the Ontario Access to Justice Challenge, intended to
‘‘foster the growth and success of startups that are developing products,
technologies, processes, and solutions that have a direct positive impact on access
to justice in Ontario.”42 In 2017, the Winkler Institute and the Cyberjustice
Laboratory at the Université de Montréal organized HackJustice, in which
‘‘students, legal professionals, computer scientists, software developers, members
of the public and professionals of various disciplines came together for a
hackathon designed to create technology applications to improve access to
justice.”43
Law schools in both the United States and Canada are also playing a role in
the development of legal apps. Canadian law professors and students are leading
innovation through courses that serve as think-tanks on how to use technology
to address access to justice issues. At Osgoode Hall, Nicole Aylwin and Monica
Goyal teach a course called Legal Information Technology and it is in that
context that students developed the idea for JusticeTrans, which provides legal
information on human rights related to gender identity to the transgender
community.44 Similarly, students enrolled in Thompson Rivers University’s
from the courtroom; for more details, see, online: <http://nvcourts.gov/Supreme/
Court_Information/Supreme_Court_of_Nevada_Mobile_App/>.
40 Legal Aid Ontario Mobile App, online: <http://www.legalaid.on.ca/en/getting/lega-
laidapp.asp> [Legal Aid Ontario App].
41 Legal Health Check-Up, online: <https://www.legalhealthcheckup.ca/en/>. As de-
scribed by PLE Learning Exchange Ontario, legal health checks ‘‘are tools intended to
help people identify and address legal problems. . ..[and] have threemain purposes: (1) to
help people become aware that a problemhas a legal aspect; (2) to encourage peoplewith
legal problems to get help from a legal professional, their local legal clinic, or trusted
members of their community; and (3) to help community workers, other community
intermediaries, lawyers or other legal professionals start conversationswith clients about
the law”: see PLE Learning Exchange, online: <http://www.plelearningexchange.ca/
resources/legal-health-checks/>.
42 Ryerson University, Legal Innovation Zone, ‘‘A Call for Startups with Innovative
Solutions that Improve Access to Justice (A2J) in Ontario”, online: <http://
www.legalinnovationzone.ca/initiative/a2j-challenge>.
43 Winkler Institute for Dispute Resolution, ‘‘HackJustice: An Access to Justice Hacka-
thon”, online: <https://winklerinstitute.ca/projects/hackjustice-an-access-to-justice-
hackathon/>.
44 Legal Information Technology CourseDescription, online:<http://www.osgoode.yor-
ku.ca/courses-and-seminars/legal-information-technology/>; Benjamin Vandorpe,
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Lawyering in the 21st Century, taught by Professor Katie Sykes, designed
SUMMONS, an app currently in demo mode that ‘‘allows court administrators
to provide live updates of court schedules and when litigants or their lawyers are
to appear to help cut down on these expenses.”45 In 2017, Professor Sykes taught
a course called Designing Legal Expert Systems: Apps for Access to Justice
dedicated to legal app development which culminated in a ‘‘Battle of the
Apps”.46 Next year, Professor Marina Pavlovi at the University of Ottawa will
offer a new course called Legal Knowledge Engineering, wherein ‘‘students will
conduct research, create resources, and deliver expert legal information and tools
to non-expert users via technology.”47
Parallel trends are evident in the United States. Georgetown Law hosts an
annual Iron Tech Lawyer competition, where students test apps created in the
Technology Innovation and Law Practice practicum, headed by Professors Tanina
Rostain and Roger Skalbeck.48 Some of the development work in the
educational sector is happening in collaboration with industry partners,
including Neota Logic, which produces ‘‘an advanced and innovative AI
[artificial intelligence] platform” to be used by non-programmers to develop
apps.49
b) Legal app target users and legal app functions
Legal apps in Canada target two primary users: 1) lawyers; and 2) the general
public.
‘‘JusticeTrans: Addressing Access to Justice Issues Through Technology” (21 January
2016), Winkler Institute for Dispute Resolution Justice Innovation Blog (blog), online:
<http://winklerinstitute.ca/justicetrans-addressing-access-to-justice-issues-through-
technology/> [Vandorpe].
45 Liam Britten, ‘‘Costly, Frustrating Court Delays Tackled with Law Students’ app”,
CBCNews (12May 2016), online:<http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/
court-delay-app-1.3580285>.
46 ‘‘Innovative Law Course Unique in Canada”, InsideTRU (17 November 2016), online:
<http://inside.tru.ca/2016/11/17/innovative-law-course-unique-in-canada/>; ‘‘Law
Students Compete in the Battle of the Apps”, InsideTRU (20 April 2017), online:
<http://inside.tru.ca/2017/04/20/law-students-compete-in-battle-of-the-apps/>.
47 ‘‘Newand InnovativeLawandTechnology courses offered at uOttawa”,Centre forLaw,
Technology and Society (22 March 2017), online: <https://techlaw.uottawa.ca/news/
new-law-and-tech-courses-2017> .
48 Georgetown Law, ‘‘Technology, Innovation, and Law Practice: An Experiential
Seminar”, online: <http://apps.law.georgetown.edu/curriculum/tab_courses.cfm?Sta-
tus=Course&Detail=2090>.
49 For more information, see ‘‘Neota Logic — Neota’s Story”, online: <https://
www.neotalogic.com/neotas-story/>; and ‘‘Neota Logic — Pro Bono”, online:
<https://www.neotalogic.com/pro-bono/>. For example, Neota provides support to
the Thompson River’s Apps for Access for Justice course and Georgetown Law Iron
Tech competition as well as a similar competition atMelbourne University Law School.
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i) Lawyer users
Legal apps targeting lawyers generally promote more efficient legal service
delivery. EasyBOA, for instance, is a web application that allows litigation
lawyers to ‘‘automatically create” a Book of Authorities.50 The case and practice
management software company CLIO also has a mobile app which allows
lawyers to track their time, view their calendars and organize tasks.51 Other apps
help streamline legal research, such as Rangefindr, which was designed to help
Canadian lawyers and judges quickly determine appropriate sentencing ranges in
criminal matters.52
An emerging area for lawyer-use legal apps is the development of legal
analytics tools that ‘‘analyze past legal reference data to provide insights into
future outcomes.”53 For example, Loom Analytics ‘‘use[s] a combination of
machine learning and legal analysis to classify case law along multiple vectors
allowing for statistical analysis . . . [to allow users to] see how a particular judge
has ruled on specific motions or claims at trial, what kinds of cases make it to
court most frequently, the average decision turnaround time, and the average
cost and damage awards broken down by case type.”54 Similarly, in the United
States, Lex Machina offers a number of legal analytics apps, including Courts &
Judges Comparator, which ‘‘enables attorneys to compare up to four federal
districts and judges, to gain critical insights regarding caseloads, timing to key
milestones, case resolutions, specific findings, and damages”, and Motion
Kickstarter, which ‘‘makes it easy to draft winning motions by helping
attorneys compare the arguments and motion styles that have been successful
before a specific judge.”55
A related trend in lawyer-facing apps is the use of machine learning to
provide answers to legal questions or allow lawyers to more efficiently analyze
legal documents. Blue J Legal ‘‘analyzes fact situations using deep learning” to
provide ‘‘authoritative answers” relating to a number of specific legal subjects
such as determining if an individual is a resident of Canada or of another country
for tax purposes.56 Similarly, Beagle, uses artificial intelligence to read contracts,
highlight the important information, and facilitate lawyer review.57
50 EasyBOA, online: <http://www.boa.legal/ - about>.
51 Clio App, online: <https://www.clio.com/features/mobile-apps/>.
52 Rangefindr, online: <http://www.rangefindr.ca/>.
53 Ed Sohn, ‘‘alt.legal: The Forecast for Legal Analytics is Mostly Sunny”, Above the Law
(18 May 2016), online: <http://abovethelaw.com/2016/05/alt-legal-the-forecast-for-
legal-analytics-is-mostly-sunny/>.
54 Loom Analytics, online: <http://www.loomanalytics.com/>.
55 Lex Machina, ‘‘Legal Analytics Apps”, online: <https://lexmachina.com/legal-analy-
tics-apps/>.
56 Blue J Legal, online: <http://www.bluejlegal.com/>. At the time of writing, the
developers indicated that this app was ‘‘in private beta (by invitation only) with major
organizations, including government bodies, global accounting firms and leading law
firms.”
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ii) General public users
We found three broad categories of legal apps intended for use by the general
public. First, there are several apps designed to increase efficiency by making
existing legal services easier to access. They may, for example, connect
individuals with legal issues to lawyers in legal aid and pro bono systems,58 as
well as those in private practice.59 Other apps invite users to access conventional
legal services in innovative ways. The American app Notarize allows users to
notarize documents online with e-signatures; users upload their documents, and
a notary public who has a video profile with the app notarizes the document.60
A second set of apps seeks to materially change the way that individuals
interact with the legal system. Many of these apps allow users to engage in self-
help either by bypassing the need to retain a lawyer, or by minimizing the
amount of time a lawyer needs to spend on the legal issue at hand. There are at
least four sub-categories of public-oriented legal apps of this sort: (1) apps that
offer general legal information on a specific subject, like JusticeTrans, which
provides information about transgender rights in Canada;61 (2) apps that allow
users to create legal documents like LegalZoom, above, and Ontario Small
Claims Wizard, currently in development, which will guide people through the
small claims process by advising users on which documents they need to file and
facilitating on-line completion of those forms;62 (3) apps that streamline
conventional legal processes, like Thistoo, a ‘‘personal divorce assistant” which
walks users through the necessary steps of an uncontested divorce in Ontario;63
and (4) apps that help individuals who are not legally trained with legal research,
like the American app PlainSite, which provides ‘‘non-lawyers easy to navigate
57 Beagle, online: <www.beagle.ai>.
58 See e.g., Legal Aid Ontario App, supra note 40. In the American context, the app Due
Processr, online: <http://dueprocessr.org/courtcal/>, allows users to determine their
eligibility for indigent legal services inMassachusetts, and assists criminal defendants in
calculating their state prison sentences.
59 See, e.g., American apps like Law Kick, online: <https://lawkick.com/>, which
connects individuals with lawyers based on the legal problem or question the individual
has and the price they are willing to pay; and Fixed, online: <https://www.fixedlaw.-
com/>which allows individuals to use the app to upload a photograph of a traffic ticket
for review by an attorney which will then generate a flat fee quote for legal services to
defend against the ticket.
60 No t a r i z e , o n l i n e : <h t t p s : / / i t u n e s . a p p l e . c om / u s / a p p / n o t a r i z e /
id1022005141?ls=1&mt=8>.
61 See Vandorpe, supra note 44. Similarly, in the United States, several apps assist
individuals with expungement (i.e. a court order that removes an entry from a criminal
record), see e.g. ExpungeMaryland.org, online: <http://www.expungemaryland.org/
about>, a web app created for people with criminal records in Maryland that aims to
clarify criminal expungement by allowing users to fill a simple questionnaire to
determine whether their case is eligible for expungement.
62 Small Claims Wizard, online: <www.smallclaimswizard.com>.
63 Thistoo, online: <https://thistoo.co/> [Thistoo].
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access to the entire American legal system with access to public records from
agencies, patent applications, corporate profiles and public federal and state case
dockets.”64
Finally, a third set of apps seeks to provide legal self-help tools and
assistance to the general public that may not typically be offered by a lawyer or
paralegal. Some are directed at providing real time support to citizens who are
stopped by police, like LegalSwipe, which aims to inform Canadians about their
rights during a police stop and can also ‘‘send emergency contacts a personalized
message with ongoing updates of [one’s] geographic location” and ‘‘record audio
and video to be e-mailed to emergency contacts and uploaded to synchronized
Dropbox accounts.”65 In the United States, HeatSeek provides an integrated
system where tenants have a specially designed temperature sensor installed in
their apartments at no cost, and the app analyzes the temperature data from the
sensor to determine heating code violations.66 The data obtained through the
HeatSeek app can be used to provide ‘‘objective evidence” about heating code
violations in housing court.67
PART III: RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES OF LEGAL APPS
Legal apps like those canvassed above present a range of opportunities for
addressing access to justice issues in Canada, but also carry risks specific to the
deployment of app technology in the legal domain.68 Here, we consider five
opportunities and five risks worthy of consideration when assessing the potential
of apps to contribute to addressing access to justice challenges in Canada.
a) Opportunities
i) Mitigating financial barriers
We have not located any comprehensive information about whether apps
targeting lawyer end-users in fact make legal services less expensive and, if so,
whether the cost savings are transferred to clients. It seems unlikely that many
lawyer-oriented apps, like those targeting practice management issues, will result
in any meaningful savings to individual clients. For example, in ‘‘personal plight”
areas of legal service where access gaps are profound and costs tend to run high
64 See e.g. the American app PlainSite, online: <http://www.plainsite.org>, which
provides ‘‘non-lawyers easy to navigate access to the entire American legal system with
access to public records fromagencies, patent applications, corporate profiles and public
federal and state case dockets. Non-public analytic data is also available.”
65 LegalSwipe, online: <http://www.legalswipe.com>.
66 HeatSeek, online: <http://heatseek.org/how-it-works/>.
67 Ibid.
68 In light of the diversity of legal apps and the lack of reliable empirical information about
who uses legal apps and to what ends, it is impossible to draw any definitive conclusions
about whether and how these opportunities and risks are in fact borne out in practice.
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— like family law and criminal defense — it is unlikely that an app yielding even
relatively substantial cost savings would materially impact the overall access to
justice issues that exist.69 Even if a legal app generated a significant cost savings
— perhaps a 20% reduction in fees — that may not, for many individuals, make
the difference between being able to afford a lawyer or not. In any event, since
financial barriers are compounded by psychological, informational and physical
barriers, particularly for marginalized and equality-seeking communities, the fact
that legal services might be made slightly cheaper because of an app will do little
to overcome the non-financial barriers that may prevent individuals from
contacting a lawyer in the first place.
Apps designed for the general public, rather than lawyers, seem to hold more
promise for improving access to justice. In particular, apps that allow individuals
to generate legal documents, like contracts or wills, without retaining a lawyer or
with reduced assistance from a lawyer, have the potential to increase public
access to certain legal services at significantly lower costs. For example,
LegalZoom charges $79 to prepare an online will which is reviewed by a lawyer,
in contrast to the several hundred to several thousands of dollars it might cost to
retain a lawyer to perform the same task.70 The divorce app Thistoo unbundles
its services so users can pay for only the specific items relevant to their situation,
at a cost of $9.99-$199.00, or they can pay a $34.99/month subscription fee for
longer-term access to Thistoo support.71 For some users, Thistoo could offer
assistance with an entire divorce for less than a lawyer’s hourly fee.72
ii) Mitigating psychological and informational barriers
The idea that technological interventions can provide opportunities to
‘‘demystify” legal institutions has been canvassed by a number of
commentators.73 There are compelling arguments that legal apps may
effectively fulfill this function, mitigating some of the psychological and
informational obstacles to accessing justice. For example, one significant
barrier faced by individuals attempting to resolve a civil justice problem is
‘‘lack of knowledge about the legal system and resources available to support
individuals, especially knowledge regarding how to access legal aid or affordable
69 The origins of the term ‘‘personal plight” in relation to legal services is traced to a 1978
article: John P. Heinz & Edward O. Laumann, ‘‘The Legal Profession: Client Interests,
Professional Roles, and Social Hierarchies” (1978) Mich L Rev 1111. For further
discussion, see also Noel Semple, ‘‘Personal Plight Legal Practice and Tomorrow’s
Lawyers” (2014) 39 J Leg Prof 25.
70 LegalZoom, ‘‘LastWill andTestament Pricing,” online:<https://www.legalzoom.com/
personal/estate-planning/last-will-and-testament-pricing.html>.
71 Thistoo, supra note 63.
72 McKiernan, supranote 17 finds that in 2015, a lawyer’s hourly fee inCanada ranged from
$186/hour - $481/hour depending on the size of the firm and its location in Canada, as
well as the lawyer’s level of seniority.
73 Bailey et al, supra note 1 at 195.
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legal services and information.”74 Public legal information apps like LegalAve,
created by the Alberta Legal Information Society as a starting point to assist
Albertans in addressing their family law issues,75 and the Legal Aid Ontario App,
which allows ‘‘potential legal aid clients to self-assess for financial eligibility for
legal aid certificates,” have clear potential to improve the accessibility of legal
information for the general public.76
Legal apps can also help overcome psychological and informational barriers
by providing more holistic or client-centered assistance to the public than that
generally offered by lawyers giving solely legal advice. For example,
CitizenshipWorks, an American app that walks citizenship applicants through
various calculations, study aids, and document checklists, presents itself as a
problem-solving assistant, enabling it to be more helpful to its user than a lawyer
offering strictly legal information, who may not be able to offer advice on other
aspects of the citizenship process.77 As noted above, apps like HeatSeek and
LegalSwipe provide self-help tools and assistance beyond that which is typically
offered by lawyers. These apps appear to be filling a set of law-related needs not
currently provided by the conventional legal services market.
In light of these opportunities, legal apps hold promise for contributing to an
increase in client empowerment.78 In the health care context, the adoption of
technological innovations, including the use of apps, has facilitated a cultural
shift from a passive patient culture to consumer empowerment and patient-
centered care.79 As a result, there is growing recognition in the health care.
context of the ‘‘e-patient” who is empowered and informed by virtue of the
74 CBA Equal Justice, supra note 1 at 34.
75 LegalAve, online: <http://www.legalave.ca/>.
76 Legal Aid Ontario App, supra note 40.
77 In the United States, CitizenshipWorks, online: <https://www.citizenshipworks.org>
guides users through the steps of a citizenship application and connects them with free
legal help. The app also ‘‘includes useful and unique features, including tools to help
people prepare for citizenship tests (like reading and writing quizzes and touch
flashcards), calculators to track savings,multimedia functionality (using audio to dictate
phrases to be written in English), [and] legal assistance located near the user”. See also
Richard Zorza, ‘‘Multi-Faceted Mobile App for Citizenship” (22 January 2013),
RichardZorza’sAccess to JusticeBlog (blog), online:<https://accesstojustice.net/2013/
01/22/multi-faceted-mobile-app-for-citizenship/>.
78 The impact of legal apps in addressing informational or psychological barriers may
depend on the target user and whether mobile or web-based apps are used. For example,
in explaining the motivations behind a number of legal apps, American legal aid lawyers
have suggested that immigrant communities tend to be more accustomed to handheld
technology than to computers: Joe Dysart, ‘‘Justice in Your Palm” (2015) 101:4 ABA J
101 at 57.
79 William B Lober & Janine L Flowers, ‘‘Consumer Empowerment in Health Care Amid
the Internet and Social Media” (2011) 27:3 Seminars in Oncology Nursing 162 at 172.
The cultural shift is so great that Lober and Flowers note at 176 that patients have now
moved, beyond searching for information, to sharing information about their health
journeys on social media and on peer-to-peer platforms
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availability of health information through various online tools and apps.80
Similarly, legal apps may contribute to the evolution of an ‘‘e-client” in the legal
realm by increasing the availability and accessibility of legal information.
iii) Mitigating physical barriers
Apps can be accessed on an anytime, anywhere basis, assuming one has
access to the internet or wireless services, as well as a device with which the app is
compatible.81 Such flexibility may be especially relevant for remote users who
may have difficulties obtaining appropriate in-person legal information and
services. In the American context, the Legal Services Corporation has endorsed
the use of mobile technologies as part of a cohesive strategy to triage the legal
needs of remote users into a harmonized system.82
iv) Big data and insight development
Big data, understood as the ‘‘large-scale aggregation of information from
public and private sources”, has the potential to enhance ‘‘our ability to discover
meaning by connecting points of information electronically, across numerous,
vast, and often unrelated stores of data.”83 There is little information about what
data is currently being collected by legal apps or how such data is being used.
There are some indications, however, that aggregated information collected by
legal apps could help assist in more effectively addressing legal issues. For
example, at the American Bar Association’s 2016 Equal Justice Summit, there
was a brief but important discussion about using data collected by legal service
providers to gain insight into connections between legal issues.84 New Mexico
Legal Aid, which employs an online triage tool for new service users, found a
correlation between automobile repossessions and home evictions within a three-
month period.85 New Mexico Legal Aid does not typically assist with automobile
repossessions; however, they are now considering whether they should provide
advice on repossessions, knowing that it could help clients avoid bigger legal
issues like evictions down the road.86 Another interesting example of using data
80 Gul Seckin et al., ‘‘Being an InformedConsumer ofHealth Information andAssessment
of Electronic Health Literacy in a National Sample of Internet Users: Validity and
Reliability of the e-HLS Instrument” (2016) 18:7 J of Medical Internet Research 2.
81 The issue of differential access is essential to consider and is addressed more fully in the
Risks section, below.
82 See Flagg, supra note 36.
83 Georgetown Law, ‘‘Big Data and Big Challenges for Law and Legal Information” (30
January, 2013), online: <http://www.law.georgetown.edu/library/about/125/sympo-
sium/>.
84 David Pantzer & Teri Ross, ‘‘Analyze This! A Deeper Understanding of Diversity and
Data Can Improve User Outcomes” (Remarks delivered at the ABA Equal Justice
Conference, Chicago, Illinois, 13 May 2016) [unpublished] [Pantzer & Ross].
85 Ibid.
86 Ibid.
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generated by an existing legal app isHeatSeek, which uses temperature data from
individual apartments to ‘‘track patterns of abuse.”87
v) Modernization of public legal education
New technologies like legal apps present important pedagogical
opportunities for law students. Professor Tanina Rostain, one of the
instructors of the Technology, Innovation, and Law Practice course at
Georgetown Law, finds that students’ roles in building legal expert systems
enable them to gain a better understanding of user needs.88 Similarly, Professors
Ronald Staudt and Andrew Medeiros explain how the Justice & Technology
Practicum at Chicago-Kent College of Law enhances traditional lawyering
competencies like empathy and client-centered professionalism, while also
stimulating new competencies such as project management, collaboration, and
transactional problem-solving.89 These pedagogical experiences help students
think broadly about the role of lawyers in a modernized and technological world.
b) Risks
i) Privacy and security issues
There is little analysis of the privacy and security issues inherent in the use
of legal apps. There is, however, significant discussion of these risks in relation to
apps generally, and in relation to health apps, specifically, that provides useful
insight for thinking about some of the privacy and security concerns relevant to
legal apps.
The fact that apps collect data gives rise to a significant set of privacy and
security risks. The most obvious, and perhaps most significant, issue is that data
collected by apps could be vulnerable to collection and misuse by unauthorized
third parties (i.e. hackers). This risk is real. For example, even sophisticated app
providers, like the ride-share service Uber, have experienced security breaches
resulting in the misuse of users’ personal information.90
A related concern is that users may not understand what happens to the data
they are sharing. In the health care context, for example, many of the companies
that produce wearable fitness products designed to track health statistics (e.g.,
steps taken, calories burned, and hours slept) reserve rights to the data they
collect.91 As a result of reserving these rights, such companies may then, for
87 HeatSeek, supra note 66.
88 Tanina Rostain, Roger Skalbeck & Kevin G. Mulcahy, ‘‘Thinking Like a Lawyer,
DesigningLike anArchitect: Preparing Students for the 21stCenturyPractice” (2013) 88
Chicago-Kent L Rev 743 at 754-755 [Rostain et al.].
89 RonaldW. Staudt&Andrew P.Medeiros, ‘‘Access to Justice andTechnology Clinics: A
4% Solution” (2013) 88 Chicago-Kent L Rev 695.
90 For further details on this security breach, see e.g. CharlieOsborne, ‘‘Uber fined $20K in
data breach, ’god view’ probe”, Cnet (7 January 2016), online: <http://www.cnet.com/
news/uber-fined-20k-in-surveillance-data-breach-probe>.
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example, share this information for profit.92 Concerns relating to the misuse or
selling of data are particularly acute in relation to legal apps given that they may
be used to collect sensitive personal information, including financial details. Data
storage is another issue. Where third party ‘‘cloud computing” providers are used
to store data online, for example, privacy concerns arise if that provider is
located in a different jurisdiction with different regulatory instruments.93
One method of ensuring that users understand how their information will be
used and stored is to employ detailed terms and conditions. However, research
on fitness wearables suggests that the terms and conditions of apps may not be
clear or fully forthcoming, and app users may not carefully read the terms and
conditions or have the capacity to understand their content.94 Open Effect, ‘‘a
Canadian not-for-profit that conducts research and advocacy focused on
ensuring people’s personal data is treated securely and accountably”, found
that some fitness wearables’ terms of service have variable policies relating to
access to, collection of, or deletion of the data collected. Furthermore, they do
not disclose the duration of data retention, fail to disclose with whom data is
shared, and often require consumers to agree to a dispute resolution process
outside of domestic courts.95 More dramatically, recent research conducted by a
York University professor found that 98% of study participants agreed to sign
fictional terms and conditions to access a fictional website notwithstanding the
inclusion of a clause requiring users to give up their first born child as a form of
payment.96
Complicating matters further, app users could be at risk of identity theft or
data breaches if they access legal apps in public spaces or through public
computers.97 Low-income and/or homeless people without ready access to a
personal computer or reliable internet connection may be particularly at risk. It
has been reported that, ‘‘although low-income people are targeted less often [for
identity theft] than those with higher incomes, they can suffer greater financial
91 Andrew Hilts, Christopher Parsons & Jeffrey Knockel, ‘‘Every Step You Fake: A
Comparative Analysis of Fitness Tracker Privacy and Security” Open Effect Report
(2016) at 45-47, online: <https://openeffect.ca/reports/Every_Step_You_Fake.pdf>[-
Hilts et al.].
92 Ibid, at 10.
93 Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, ‘‘Reaching for the Cloud(s): Privacy
Issues related to Cloud Computing” (Ottawa: OPCC, March 2010), online: <https://
www.priv.gc.ca/en/opc-actions-and-decisions/research/explore-privacy-research/2010/
cc_201003>.
94 Hilts et al., supra note 91.
95 Ibid; Open Effect, ‘‘About”, online: <https://openeffect.ca/about/>.
96 ‘‘YouReadTermsOf Service Contracts?NotManyDo,Research Shows”,NPR.org (23
August 2016), online: <http://www.npr.org/2016/08/23/491024846/do-you-read-
terms-of-service-contracts-not-many-do-research-shows>.
97 James E. Cabral et al., ‘‘Using Technology to Enhance Access to Justice” (2012) 26:1
Harv JL & Tech 241 at 265 [Cabral et al.]; Bailey et al., supra note 1 at 197.
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harm.”98 Furthermore, people who have particular concerns about the
protection of their sensitive information — such as those living with mental
health issues or survivors of intimate partner violence for instance — may be
disinclined to use internet-based technologies to address legal issues.99
Finally, the matter of confidentiality has an additional regulatory dimension
in cases where an app delivers legal services and thus creates a lawyer-client
relationship. Subject to narrow exceptions, lawyers are under a mandatory
obligation to ‘‘hold in strict confidence all information concerning the business
and affairs of a client acquired in the course of the professional relationship.”100
The Law Society of Upper Canada has confirmed that ‘‘[l]awyers using electronic
means of communications shall ensure that they comply with the legal
requirements of confidentiality or privilege.”101 In cases where a lawyer-client
relationship is not created — for example, where an app offers only legal
information as opposed to advice — there is a risk that members of the public
relying on the information provided by the app may not understand that the
confidentiality protections inherent in the lawyer-client relationship do not apply
in the legal app context.
ii) Uneven or unequal access to justice
Meaningful implementation of the use of legal apps requires consideration of
socio-economic, geographic and other barriers to technology access in
Canada.102 Otherwise, as with other forms of technology used in access to
justice initiatives, there is always the risk of ‘‘a digital divide that [further]
institutionalizes a two-tiered system incapable of delivering appropriate justice to
low-income persons.”103
An obvious issue is the affordability of legal apps and associated
technologies (e.g., a computer, smartphone or tablet). Most Canadian legal
apps targeting the public are free. However, those aimed at lawyers or law firms,
and those that connect a user and a lawyer for a legal consultation or advice are
more likely to cost money.104 Nevertheless, even free apps may have hidden costs
98 Cabral, supra at 265.
99 Bailey et al., supra note 1 at 197. See also Richard Zorza, ‘‘Some Reflections on Long-
Term Lessons and Implications of the Access to Justice Technology Bill of Rights”
(2004) 79 Wash L Rev 389 at 394.
100 See e.g. Federation of Law Societies, Model Code of Professional Conduct, Ottawa:
FLSC, 2016, s. 3.3-1.
101 Law Society of Upper Canada, Technology Practice Management Guidelines, online:
<http://www.lsuc.on.ca/with.aspx?id=2147491197>.
102 Patricia Hughes, ‘‘Advancing Access to Justice ThroughGeneric Solutions: The Risk of
Perpetuating Exclusion” (2013) 31:1 Windsor YB Access Just 1 [Hughes].
103 Cabral et al., supra note 97.
104 See e.g. Canadian apps Jailbird iOS, online:<https://itunes.apple.com/ca/app/jailbird-
ios/id1033763662?mt=8>, which assists criminal lawyers in comparing proposed
sentences and is listed at $3.99 at the ITunes Store; and Rangerfindr, online: <https://
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associated with upgrades or advanced features that can impact their accessibility
and potential reach. For example, in the health care context, a survey found that
over half of mobile phone users in the United States had downloaded a health-
related mobile app, but that half of these users stopped using apps due to high
data entry burdens and hidden costs (like, for example, required in-app
payments).105
While there is no reliable data about who is using legal apps in Canada or the
groups of people who might benefit most from such apps but experience barriers
to access, it is apparent that one significant set of access challenges relate to
digital literacy. Professor Patricia Hughes explains:
Individuals using information, however acquired, must be able to read
it, understand it and apply it to their own situation. Each of these tasks
requires an increasing level of literacy. Yet a significant minority of
people lack the required literacy even to understand the information,
particularly since it is often difficult to avoid legal terminology and the
information can quickly become complex.106
A 2008 report prepared for the Law Foundation of Ontario found that
‘‘[i]nternet and other text-based solutions are of limited use to people who do not
have the literacy skills to use them or to use them effectively,” cautioning that
‘‘vulnerable people, because they face language barriers, isolation, poverty, or a
cluster of other difficulties that often accompany a legal problem, [ideally] need
to receive direct services rather than to rely on self-help [through either digital or
paper-based resources].”107 Notwithstanding this caution, the authors conclude
that ‘‘technology seems to be on the cusp of becoming a realistic, affordable
means of supporting wider access to expert legal advice and services.”108
In the specific case of technological tools aimed at enhancing access to
justice, the existing literature emphasizes the importance of ‘‘tailoring design to
ensure that these technologies do not in fact exacerbate the access to justice gap
for . . . intended beneficiaries.”109 Such design strategies may include ‘‘the use of
plain language, availability of content in multiple language formats, design to
accommodate visual and other physical impairments . . . provision of human
assistance to augment technological assistance, as well as special precautions to
app.rangefindr.ca/signup>another criminal sentencing tool for lawyers and judges that
costs $79/month.
105 Paul Krebs & Dustin Duncan, ‘‘Health App Use Among US Mobile Phone Owners: A
National Survey,” (2015) 3:4 J of Medical Internet Research at 8.
106 Hughes, supra note 102 at 13.
107 Cohl & Thomson, supra note 20 at 35 and 52.
108 Ibid, at 53, concluding that ‘‘self-help is often a necessary or reasonable choice, even for
vulnerable persons, and it is simply unrealistic to suggest that the desired level of legal
support can always be available.”
109 Bailey et al., supranote 1 at 198, summarizing the existing literature on ensuring access to
technologies for diverse populations.
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enhance privacy at public internet access points, and linking marginalized
community members with trusted intermediaries.”110 Specific considerations
relevant to the barriers to technology faced by particular communities must also
be addressed. For example, individuals living in institutions —for example,
correctional or psychiatric facilities or nursing homes — may have little access to
the necessary technologies to access legal apps.111 For these individuals, it may
be that apps designed for use by non-lawyer service providers, like social workers
or community support workers, offer the most promise for improving access to
justice outcomes.
A further concern relates to access to and use of internet and wireless
services, which varies between urban and rural or remote regions in Canada.
Rural and remote communities have fewer local consumer options available and,
consequently, often pay more for internet and wireless services than their urban
counterparts.112 The affordability of wireless and internet services poses the
general risk that those who could benefit from legal apps will not be able to
access them due to financial constraints. In 2015, the Public Interest Advocacy
Centre conducted research on the affordability of communications services in
Canada and found that, for low-income households, ‘‘[c]ommunications service
expenditures tend to make up the fourth largest household expenditure, coming
out ahead of other household expenses such as clothing, medical expenses, and
childcare” and that many such households carry significant debts in relation to
communications expenses.113
iii) Unauthorized practice of law and other regulatory impediments
In Canada, only lawyers and, in some cases, paralegals, can deliver legal
services.114 The delivery of legal services by non-lawyers — known as the
unauthorized practice of law (UPL) — is illegal and those who engage in it can be
110 Ibid.
111 See Hughes, supra note 102at 4, citing research from New South Wales on barriers to
access to justice and concluding that individuals living in supervised institutions, such as
juvenile corrective facilities, psychiatric institutions, immigration detention centers, and
nursing homes, face particular barriers to access to justice.
112 Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission, Communications
Monitoring Report (Ottawa: CRTC, 2016), online: <http://www.crtc.gc.ca/eng/pub-
lications/reports/PolicyMonitoring/2016/cmri.htm>. This trend is particularly acute in
Northern regions such as the Yukon and Northwest Territories, which continue to have
generally poor broadband connectivity. Further details regarding connectivity in these
regions can be found at: Government of Canada, ‘‘Connectivity for Aboriginal and
Northern Communities in Canada” online: <http://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/
1352214337612/1353504776242?utm_source=connectivity&utm_medium=url>.
113 John Lawford & Alysia Lau, No Consumer Left Behind: A Canadian Affordability
Framework for Communications Services in a Digital Age, (Ottawa: Public Interest
Advocacy Centre, 2015) at 72 and 75, concluding the average communications-related
debt to be $1,520.28.
114 See e.g. Law Society of Upper Canada, ‘‘Taking Action against Illegal Practitioners”,
online: <http://www.lsuc.on.ca/with.aspx?id=2147486087>.
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subject to prosecution by provincial and territorial law societies.115 The
regulation of UPL by law societies is justified as necessary to protect the
public from negligent or fraudulent delivery of legal services, although there are
compelling critiques that the manner in which the legal profession has
historically engaged in UPL prosecutions is also motivated by commercial
interests.116
Although non-lawyers cannot deliver legal services, they can provide legal
information. Yet the line between legal information and legal services is
notoriously murky. As Professor Jennifer Bond and her colleagues point out,
there is a lack of jurisprudence on UPL, an absence of regulatory guidelines, and
no regulation of legal information in Canada.117 They further observe that
proactively seeking a legal opinion on whether particular services amount to
UPL can be expensive, raising access to justice questions about who can afford to
experiment with legal information innovations.118 The fact that there is little to
no guidance for developers of legal apps in Canada on how to navigate the
boundaries between legal information and legal services in order to avoid
engaging in UPL may be a barrier to innovation.119
In the United States, regulatory responses to technological innovations in the
delivery of legal services initially sought to defend the status quo. For example,
several American bar associations proactively issued opinions or letters stating
that LegalZoom’s online document preparation services amounted to UPL.120
More recently, however, there has been evidence of increased willingness by
regulators to accommodate new approaches. For example, as part of a consent
agreement resolving an anti-trust lawsuit initiated by LegalZoom, the North
Carolina State Bar agreed to support legislation, passed in 2016, which amended
the state’s definition of law practice to include websites that offer interactive legal
documents.121 The American legal community has also considered whether the
delivery of legal services and information via new technologies should be
specifically regulated, subject to regulatory exceptions, or left to evolve with
minimal or no regulatory oversight.122 The American Bar Association has called
115 Ibid.
116 For further discussion see e.g. Noel Semple,Legal Services Regulation at the Crossroads:
Justitia’s Legions (Cheltenham: Edward Elgar Publishing, 2015) at 119.
117 Jennifer Bond, David Wiseman & Emily Bates, ‘‘The Cost of Uncertainty: Navigating
the Boundary Between Legal Information and Legal Services in the Access to Justice
Sector” (2016) 25 JL & Soc Pol’y 1 [Bond et al.].
118 Ibid, at 23.
119 Ibid, at 14-15.
120 SarahKnapp, ‘‘CanLegalZoomBe theAnswer to the JusticeGap?” (2013) 26Geo J Leg
Ethics 821 at 828.
121 Debra Cassens Weiss, ‘‘Online interactive legal documents would be legal in North
Carolina under bill passed by legislature” ABA Journal (22 June 2016), online: <http://
www.abajournal.com/news/article/online_interactive_legal_documents_would_be_le-
gal_in_north_carolina_under_b>.
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for further study of entities engaging in innovative models of legal services
delivery, the collection of data on the extent to which such entities are benefiting
or harming the public, and a determination of whether there are already
adequate safeguards against potential harms.123 No similar consideration of the
appropriate regulation of legal apps has yet been undertaken in Canada.
iv) Uncertain reliability of information provided by legal apps
To be reliable, a legal app must provide up-to-date, accurate information.124
Once again, there is no comprehensive data regarding the accuracy or currency
of the information and advice offered by legal apps. In the health care context,
where the majority of apps are created for commercial purposes, the marked lack
of involvement of medical professionals in the design of apps has prompted
debate about how to safeguard patients’ interests in the face of apps that may
provide inaccurate or outdated health information.125 Questions arise as to
whether a licensed lawyer should be involved in the creation and/or maintenance
of legal apps to ensure the ongoing reliability of any legal information provided.
While consumers may believe they are making educated choices about the
reliability of the information apps provide, available research suggests that this is
not always the case. A 2016 study of health care app users found that in assessing
the trustworthiness of an app, most users are more influenced by the design and
appeal of a website than the currency and accuracy of its information.126 Users
generally felt confident about their abilities to discern the quality of the
information they found online, but the same participants reported low rates of
behaviours that actually served to verify the credibility and quality of online
122 American Bar Association, Commission on the Future of Legal Services, Report on the
Future of Legal Services in the United States (ABA, 2016) at 41 suggests that unnecessary
regulation of entities that use new technologies and internet-based platforms to provide
legal services directly to the public ‘‘could chill additional innovation,” but that
‘‘narrowly tailored regulation may be necessary in some instances to protect the public”
and that further regulation may assist innovators by giving them ‘‘express authority to
operate and a clear roadmap for compliance” in relation to UPL provisions.
123 Ibid.
124 Rostain et al., supra note 89 at 746.
125 Boulos et al., supra note 9 at 9. See also Tara Donker et al., ‘‘Smartphones for Smarter
Delivery of Mental Health Programs: A Systematic Review,” (2013) 15:11 J of Medical
InternetResearch 1 at 9, finding as of 2013,more than 3,000 free, commercially-available
mental health apps available, compared to 8 evidence-based apps.
126 Gul Seckin et al., ‘‘Being an InformedConsumer ofHealth Information andAssessment
of Electronic Health Literacy in a National Sample of Internet Users: Validity and
Reliability of the e-HLS Instrument” (2016) 18:7 J ofMedical Internet Research at 2 and
4. In this survey, investigators sought to find out whether information seekers undertake
to: read disclosure statements; check the credentials and institutional affiliations of those
who provide information on websites; check the ownership and/or sponsorship of
websites; check for financial ties between website information and the website’s
sponsors; check for stated goals and objectives; and check whether the online
information is current and updated and/or the last time the information was updated.
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information.127 As in the health care context, the consequences of relying on
legal information that is low-quality, incomplete, out-dated or simply wrong can
have serious legal, financial and personal consequences for individuals.
v) Skewing the access to justice debate
Finally, the flourishing of legal apps has the potential to significantly change
access to justice debates in North America. Many lawyers and commentators in
Canada and the United States wonder whether the proliferation of legal apps,
marketed as cheaper, seemingly easier substitutes for full-service legal
representation, reduces the general sense of urgency about the access to justice
crisis,128 and distracts from the ongoing need to improve the affordability and
accessibility of real-time legal and court services.129
CONCLUSION
Legal apps present a number of exciting opportunities for addressing access
to justice issues in Canada, and also carry some risks. In this paper we have
started to lay the groundwork for future analyses of the social, political and legal
implications of legal apps by canvassing available information about Canadian
legal app developers, users and functions, and identifying some of the key
opportunities and risks inherent in the use of these technologies. Two key
conclusions arise from our research.
The first and most urgent conclusion is the pressing need for more Canada-
specific research on legal apps. Without any comprehensive statistics or scholarly
research on these technologies, it is impossible to assess whether the
opportunities presented by legal apps in fact contribute to improving access to
justice outcomes for Canadians. To gain a more complete picture of the state of
these technologies and their potential, several questions remain. What is the
disciplinary expertise of app developers and what are their motivations? Who is
currently using legal apps? Can apps actually facilitate or improve access to
justice? If so, are there differentials in these users’ improved access to justice and
whose legal needs remain unmet by these apps? What are some of the risks
associated with legal apps, particularly in relation to privacy issues and the
reliability of legal information provided? Should legal apps be regulated and, if
so, how? How will legal apps transform legal practice and the lawyer-client
relationship?
Second, it seems clear that with or without data or analysis, legal apps are
likely to continue to populate the Canadian legal environment. Lawyers,
127 Ibid, at 14.
128 Raymond H Brescia et al, ‘‘Embracing Disruption: How Technological Change in the
Delivery of Legal Services can Improve Access to Justice” (2014) 78:2 Albany LR 553.
129 SelenaLucien, ‘‘Howdowemeasure technology’s impact on access to justice?”,National
Magazine (3 February 2016), online: <http://www.nationalmagazine.ca/Blog/Febru-
ary-2016/How-do-we-measure-whether-technology-can-improve-a.aspx>.
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regulators and policy makers must address the potential risks to the public and
the profession presented by these apps, some of which we identified above, in a
robust and timely fashion. A meaningful starting point would be the
promulgation of best practice guidance tailored to legal apps. Legal app best
practices could draw from general guidance on best practices in app
development;130 comparable American guidelines on legal apps;131 and
Canadian guidelines on health care apps,132 which, given similarities in
context, could form a useful starting point for the promulgation of
comparable standards in the legal context.
130 See e.g. Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, Office of the Information and
Privacy Commissioner ofAlberta & Office of the Information and Privacy Commis-
sioner for British Columbia, ‘‘Seizing Opportunity: GoodPrivacy Practices for Devel-
oping Mobile Apps”, (Ottawa: OPCC, October 2012), online<https://www.priv.gc.ca/
media/1979/gd_app_201210_e.pdf>; and the World Wide Web Consortium standard-
son accessibility for persons with disabilities ‘‘Mobile Web Best Practices 1.0”, W3C
Recommendation (2008), online: <http://www.w3.org/TR/mobile-bp/>.
131 See e.g. Federal Trade Commission,Mobile App Developers: Start with Security, online:
<ftc.gov/tips-advice/business-center/guidance/mobile-app-developers-start-secur-
ity>.
132 CanadianMedical Association,Guiding Principles for Physicians RecommendingMobile
Health Applications to Patients (Ottawa: CMA, 2015), online: <https://www.cma.ca/
Assets/assets-library/document/en/advocacy/cma_policy_guiding_principles_for_phy-
sicians_recommending_mobile_health_applications_to_patients_pd1-e.pdf>.
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Appendix A: Legal Apps in Canada
Reasonable efforts were made to ensure the information listed in this
appendix is accurate. Some limitations should be noted, however. First, this
information was collected between May 2016 and April 2017 and some of the
information may have changed in the ensuing months. Second, information on
the six features listed above was obtained from public resources located by our
research team. It is possible that there may be additional information contained
in private sources or other public sources that is not included here. Third, we did
not independently verify information about an app provided by its developer(s).
For example, if an app developer indicated that the app performed a certain
function, we included this function in our taxonomy and did not use the app to
confirm that the app in fact performed the stated function.
CODES FOR ‘‘FUNCTION” COLUMN
(1) legal information
(2) administrative information (for example, court information or lawyer
contact information)




















All This web tool provides free
answers from real lawyers and
other legal professionals as well
as a large legal directory. Any-
one may ask a question anon-
ymously, but the answers are
posted publicly.










All Thismobile app provides access
to commonly asked legal ques-
tions and answers, and allows




















All This app services both clients
and lawyers. Clients can post
their issues online in search of
legal representation and law-
yers can post work that can be























This app ‘‘show[s] you the
results of cases where Canadian
courts apply the Bardal Fac-
tors.” [The Bardal factors are
relevant in determining how
much notice or pay in lieu of













All This web app is an electronic
library providing free and pub-
lic access to the laws of BC.
Users experience direct and
integrated access to all of the
provincial laws and regulations
in a highly structured data







Contract This is a contract review app.
Using artificial intelligence,
Beagle reads a contract, high-
lights the important informa-
tion, and makes it easy for





























This web software analyzes fact
situations using deep-learning
and provides answers sup-
ported by relevant case law and













Multiple This web tool provides links to
legal information and resources
for all Canadians, as well as
personalized help based on legal
needs










All This app offers access to mobile
versions of Canadian legisla-
tion, including versions of the
Canadian Charter and Bill of
Rights and Federal Acts (e.g.








All This app allows users to search















Automates the calculation of



















Uses Canadian Federal Child
Support Guidelines (2011) to
enable users to quickly calculate
monthly child support pay-
ments, using income, number of












This app provides access to
databases of legal agreements
and commentary on clause ex-
planations; drafting software,













All This web tool provides British
Columbians with legal infor-
mation, educational resources
and services in multiple lan-
guages, including a HelpMap
feature which enables people to
find local help with their legal
problems.
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Private Lawyers All This app provides cloud-based
practice management software













Multiple Codify produces multiple
apps designed to make legal
tasks more efficient, includ-
ing an automated legal data-














Criminal This app allows users to video
record police interactions and
will automatically upload the
videos to YouTube. The app
also provides reference material












Litigation This app allows for the electro-























Alerts users to zones where
personal drones cannot be






Private Law Firms All This app helps law firms save
time and money by producing













All This web tool informs Quebe-
cers about their legal rights and
responsibilities through plain-
language legal information













eRADAallows citizens and city
officials to connect though
electronic online devices for the
purposes of resolvingmunicipal
tickets. Specific tasks offered
through eRADA include up-
loading evidence, requesting
disclosure of evidence, request-
ing a trial date, and reaching a
settlement
H 2, 3, 6












Private Lawyers Litigation This app is a cloud-based eDis-
covery platform used by legal
professionals to retrieve and
review social media and SMS














Provides access to the Second
















This app helps condos reach
meeting quorum, pass critical

















All Establishes communication be-
tween user and a legal profes-
sional









Criminal This app helps Canadian crim-
inal lawyers compare total pro-










All This app connects users with
local legal practitioners. Users
can find representation based
on their location, review the










All This app is a data visualization
system that represents the law in
intuitive formats in order to










All Described as ‘‘a legal market-
place connecting individuals
and businesses with quality,
vetted lawyers and streamlining
on demand legal services”
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All This app is a directory of












Multiple This app provides legal infor-
mation to people in the pro-
vince ofAlberta. It also includes
‘‘guided pathways” which are
described as ‘‘a step-by-step
approach that points users to
relevant legal information that
applies to them based on their







Private Lawyers All This web platform seeks to
connect lawyers for the pur-
poses of reducing legal research





















Litigation This app allows for people with
legal issues to assess their fi-
nancial eligibility for Legal Aid
















Take Charge is a messaging bot
that seeks to aid self-repre-
sented litigants develop a de-









All This web tool provides legal
information in a Q&A format,
detailed legal guides, as well as
links to valuable resources.

















This app informs people of their
rights during interactions with
the police.
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Private Litigators Litigation This app ‘‘use[s] a combination
of machine learning and legal
analysis to classify case law
along multiple vectors allowing
for statistical analysis. . . [to
allow users to] see how a parti-
cular judge has ruled on specific
motions or claims at trial, what
kinds of cases make it to court
most frequently, the average
decision turnaround time, and
the average cost and damage

























This online app is a legal ma-
gazine that hosts leading On-
tario case law. The magazine
issues can be accessed offline










Property This web solution performs
mapping and analytics for the
land development and real es-
tate industry. The online tool
streamlines the due diligence
process for any properties with
development potential. It also
alerts users of any regulations
or restrictions associated with a
property and compiles them



















This app calculates life expec-
tancy, immediate present value
and deferred present value for
the purposes of developing a
structured settlement in perso-
nal injury cases.

















Tax Law Allows users to receive updates
and access changes in US and
CanadianTax law. It also offers
access to Tax Tables.
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Private Lawyers Agents in
law
Designed by lawyers, this app
provides a secure and efficient


















This app provides ‘‘guided
pathways” to help individuals
resolve family law matters; in-
formation is also provided re-
garding available resources for
legal advice.












This solution offers web and
mobile apps for environmental
health, safety, and quality
managers. The apps host guides
with updates to regulatory re-
quirements, industry best prac-
tices and international
standards along with software
to monitor and report on com-





































All This mobile app provides a
complete and up-to-date dic-
tionary of legal terms defined in
everyday, understandable lan-
guage, edited by a team of











This website allows individuals
and business to publish legal
notices online where they are
indexed to Google, republished
on social media platforms, and




























Criminal This app is an interactive grid
that guides users to select per-
petrators of harassment and
details of when and how the
harassment occurs. The app
then recommends a response to
the situation based on submis-
sions from other users. It also
includes facts and personal
stories of harassment as well as
















This app guides individuals step
by step through small claims
processes for Ontario courts. It
advises users on which docu-
ments they need to file for their
legal issue, and allows them to
complete forms for court pro-
cesses online.









Criminal This app is an online platform
which automates the record
suspension application process





















Online service that connects
consumers and retailers to re-















App estimates the cost of dif-
ferent dispute resolution op-
tions for self- represented
litigants and offers tailored re-
sources by allowing them to
input information pertaining to
their particular situation.






Criminal This legal research tool parses
through statute and case law
quickly to provide criminal
lawyers with sentencing ranges.
Lawyers input their factual
matrix and are provided with a



















Multiple This app streamlines the On-
tario court transcript ordering




































This phone app functions as a
database for current legislation
and information. The database
updates automatically to re-
spond to any changes in fines
and legislation. Features in-
clude legal definitions, short
forms, and fines for various

































This phone app functions as a
database for current legislation
and information. The database
updates automatically to re-
spond to any changes in fines
and legislation. Features in-
clude legal definitions, short
forms and fines for various































Litigation This app acts as an interface
between court registries, the
public, and lawyers by allowing
court administrators to provide













Family This app guides users in the
















Seeks to connect small- and
medium-sized enterprises with
access to intellectual property
and patents for the purposes of
commercialization.
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This app is developed for self-
represented parties in divorce
cases. It provides online access



















All This app aids legal researchers.



















This app allows users to search
and browse OHS Regulation,
Policies, Guidelines and WCB
Standards. (Available for use
offline).
H 1
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